Rebecca Robinson

PHOTOGRAPHY

The Photo Shoot

£30
1 hour location shoot (with online viewing gallery) £40
1 hour studio shoot (with online viewing gallery)

Newborn studio shoot 2 hours + (with online viewing gallery)

£50

Print Packs

These print packs are the simple option and are perfect if you are wanting prints to give as
gifts. All prints are professional true photographic prints.

Pack 1 £60
8 - 6” x 4”

Pack 2 £90

3 - 10” x 8” 6 - 6” x 4”

Pack 3 £135

1 - 15” x 10” 4 - 10” x 8” 5 - 6” x 4”

Images on USB

Your full gallery of images on USB to keep forever.
Images are high res 300 dpi JPEGS and include the right for you to print, copy and share.

£250

Single

Your image will be printed to the highest quality and your frame made to order with the
ultimate in workmanship.
The choice of frames available will allow us to
create a piece that is perfect for you.

15” x 10”
18” x 12”
24” x 16”
30” x 20”

£135
£160
£210
£275

Trio

Three images set in a row, printed with
keylines onto one page and presented
in a frame of your choice.
This classic layout will be the perfect
addition to any home.
The trio is available in two sizes and a
choice of frame style and colours.

Option 1 £155

Three 6”x4” images in a 20”x10” frame

Option 2 £195

Three 9”x6” images in a 24”x13” frame

Nine Square

Your favourite nine images, printed with
keylines onto one page and presented
in a frame of your choice.
This layout allows the personality of
your images to really shout out!
The overall print size is 20”x20” with nine
5”x5” images, each with a fine keyline.
Choice of frame styles and colours
available.

£245

Montage

Your choice of images printed onto one
page with keylines or a traditional
mount and presented in a frame of your
choice.
Tell your story with the stunning
Montage, let’s get creative!
The overall frame size is 24”x20” with a
choice of 3 layouts, displaying either 5,
6 or 7 images.
Choice of frames styles and colours
available.

£295

Wrapped Canvas

A timeless piece, these high quality
wrapped canvas’s will show your image
in a fresh and modern manner. As it is
all about the image you don’t have to
worry about matching frames to décor,
just go with the bold and beautiful.

15” x 10”
18” x 12”
24” x 16”
30” x 20”

£95
£150
£195
£240

Bevelled Edge Block

This simple but effective piece is
created by flush mounting a high quality
photograph onto an MDF block. It is
then finished with an anti-scratch seal
and the bevelled edge is coloured to
create a modern edge that sets off your
image.
The finished edge is available in black,
white and mahogany.

15” x 10”
18” x 12”
24” x 16”
30” x 20”

£145
£170
£225
£295

Mosaic Box Frame

This piece has a real wow factor. It is
made up of 7 individual box frames that
are bolted together to create a stunning
mosaic. Each box frame is made by
mounting a photographic print to MDF
with an anti-scratch seal, which is then
finished with a box frame. The box
frame is available in 5 colours. A
fabulous centre piece for any room
Overall size of approximately 28”x22”

7 images £395

Gift Vouchers
Gift vouchers are available and start off at £90 (which includes a £30 shoot and a £60 Print
Pack) I don’t do vouchers for the shoot only as this leaves people with an online gallery,
but no pictures.

From £90

Contact Details

10 Sunningdale Road - Hessle - HU13 9BN
T 01482 647265 - M 07812 574214
E info@rebeccarobinson.co.uk
www.rebeccarobinson.co.uk
I work on an appointment only basis, please get in touch if you would like to make an
appointment.
Please note that orders are to be paid for when placed, thank you.

